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The Ailing Planet-
Line by line explanation-

Lusaka is a city in a country by the name of Zambia. At the cage of a zoo in Lusaka a notice has
been put up. It reads ‘The world’s most dangerous animal. No animal has been put in that cage.
It has a mirror. A visitor sees his/her own image. The message is that man is the most
dangerous animal in the world.

Word Meaning
Dawned Surfaced, Emerged
Domination Authority, Tyranny

Several agencies in different countries have made efforts to create awareness about this new
concept. Thus a new awareness has emerged in the most dangerous animal of the world – the
human being. Human beings have now understood that it is wise to move away from the system
based on authority to concept of partnership.

Word Meaning
Catalogued Tabulated, Identified
Species Creatures
Reckon Believe, Of the opinion
Languish Remain un-noticed



Ignominious Humiliating, Disgraceful

Scientist have identified and tabulated about 1.4 million creatures living on the earth. They
share the earth with human beings. There is huge variation about how many more creatures are
yet to be identified. Biologist are of the opinion that about three to four hundred million species
are yet to be identified. They remain un-noticed which can be considered a humiliating disgrace
to those creature.

Word Meaning
Inter alia Among other things, Apart from, In addition to.

Distinguished Famous, Eminent, Prominent
Brandt Commission was one of the earliest international commission that examined aspects of
ecology and environment also. It had examined many other aspects also. A famous Inidan Mr.
L.K. Jha was also a member of this commission.

Word Meaning
Raised Asked
Successors Those coming later
Scorched Burnt, Very hot
Advancing Increasing, Spreading
Impoverished Made Poor
Ailing Sick, Unhealthy.

In its first report Brandt Commission asked a question. For our future generation are we going to
leave a very hot planet? A planet where deserts will increase, the greenery would be less and
an unhealthy environment.



Word Meaning
Thoughtful Full of good thought
Principal Main
Foundation Basis
Fisheries Marine life, Species living in water

Mr. Lester R brown has written a book titled Global Economic Prospect. This book is full of
several thoughts. In this book he tells that there are four main biological systems at earth –
marine life, forests, land for grass and land for crops. These four systems are foundations for
the economic well-being of the world.

Word Meaning
Virtually Practically
Unsustainable That continue at the present level
Impaired Damaged, Reduced.

These four systems provide food for all species. Practically these provide all the material for
industry except that for mineral industry and petroleum industry. In most of the areas of the
world, human beings have taken away too much from these systems. In those areas these
systems may not survive for a long time. Growth of these systems has been reduced.

Word Meaning
Barren Unproductive, Infertile
Deteriorate Decay, Reduce.
Over-fishing Catching more fish from water.

When such situation occurs, marine life reduces to a great extent, forests disappear, grasslands
are converted into unproductive useless land and fields for farming reduces. The world is aware
about requirement of protein and so it consumes more protein than needed. Thus catching huge
amount of
fish from water is quite common.



Word Meaning
Tropical forest Forest between two tropics, Forest of hot climate
Powerhouse Main source
Evolution Development, Formation
Extinction Destruction, Death

Dr. Myers says that forests of hot climatic region is the main source of development of species.
Thus destruction of these forests would result into death of several species of life.

Word Meaning
Precede To arrive before
Patrimony Heritage, Property received from ancestors.
Eroding Getting destroyed.
Dung Manure, Excreta of animal.
Deprive Deny.

It is wisely said that before human beings earth had large forests. And after mankind earth will
be full of deserts. The old heritage of tropical forests are getting destroyed at the rate of 40 to 50
million acres per year. Due to shortage of firewood, animal excreta is also being used as
firewood, though it is a natural fertilizer. Hence soil is not getting manure to increase its fertility.

Word Meaning
Five-fold Five times
Cope with To overcome a problem, To deal with.

The world has estimated that speed of planting trees needs to be increased five times. Then
only we will be able to deal with expected requirement of fire wood in the year 2000.



Word Meaning
The other day - Sometime ago, On some day.

James Speth is the president of World Resources Institute. Some time ago he said that forests
were decreasing at the rate of one acre per second. But now  the rate of decrease could be
about one and a half acre per second.

Word Meaning
Provide Prescribe, Specify.
Endeavour To make efforts, Try.
Safeguard Protect.

WildlifeAnimals, birds etc living in forest
The article 48 A of the Indian Constitution specifies that government will make efforts to protect
and improve environment. It will also protect forest and wildlife of the country.

Word Meaning
Endless Never ending.
Anguish Sorrow, Grief.
For instance For example.
Abolish To stop, To end.
Flourish To increase, To continue.



But it is matter of never ending grief that laws are not respected nor applied in India. For
example Indian Constitution says that casteism, untouchability and practice of bonded labour
should be stopped in India. But without any feeling of shame, these practices continue in India
even after forty years of implementing the Constitution.


